Median-based robust algorithms for tracing neurons from noisy confocal microscope images.
This paper presents a method to exploit rank statistics to improve fully automatic tracing of neurons from noisy digital confocal microscope images. Previously proposed exploratory tracing (vectorization) algorithms work by recursively following the neuronal topology, guided by responses of multiple directional correlation kernels. These algorithms were found to fail when the data was of lower quality (noisier, less contrast, weak signal, or more discontinuous structures). This type of data is commonly encountered in the study of neuronal growth on microfabricated surfaces. We show that by partitioning the correlation kernels in the tracing algorithm into multiple subkernels, and using the median of their responses as the guiding criterion improves the tracing precision from 41% to 89% for low-quality data, with a 5% improvement in recall. Improved handling was observed for artifacts such as discontinuities and/or hollowness of structures. The new algorithms require slightly higher amounts of computation, but are still acceptably fast, typically consuming less than 2 seconds on a personal computer (Pentium III, 500 MHz, 128 MB). They produce labeling for all somas present in the field, and a graph-theoretic representation of all dendritic/axonal structures that can be edited. Topological and size measurements such as area, length, and tortuosity are derived readily. The efficiency, accuracy, and fully-automated nature of the proposed method makes it attractive for large-scale applications such as high-throughput assays in the pharmaceutical industry, and study of neuron growth on nano/micro-fabricated structures. A careful quantitative validation of the proposed algorithms is provided against manually derived tracing, using a performance measure that combines the precision and recall metrics.